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zain connect, on the other hand, was launched in 2019, with an aim to
diversify its service portfolio beyond the core communication services of voice,
mobile data and text messaging. zain connect will offer an integrated suite of
services that will cater to both the consumer and enterprise segments. these

include: the zain connect portfolio will be offered as packages and subscription
plans, offering different levels of granularity for the end user. zain connect will
be available as a standalone product or bundled with zain mobile. zain digital
health is the healthcare group that aims to transform the healthcare industry
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through providing a comprehensive suite of digital health solutions. zain digital
health is a part of zain group, which is the leading telecom service provider in
the region. we aim to empower the less fortunate with voice, data and other
services by providing them with an opportunity to access the benefit of these
services with the least amount of cost. zain’s programs allow families to use a

voucher to receive mobile services and affordable data packages. zain is
committed to building a connected future for everyone in the uae and

beyond.” zain is a leading telecom service provider that aims to transform the
telecom industry in the uae and beyond. zain serves individuals, smes and

enterprises with unmatched innovation and customer care. zain’s portfolio of
products and services includes fixed line (voice and data), mobile services,

connectivity, tv services, iot services, technology-enabled solutions, and data
services.
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zain offers a wide range of mobile applications designed to make the customer
life easier, whether it is through the use of an android or windows mobile
phone. users can download zain apps for facebook, whatsapp, snapchat,

twitter, and the zain al mashreq app to stay connected with colleagues and
friends. zain also provides elearning and training materials for employees. zain

has long advocated for development and use of digital technology for its
customers and communities, to bring connectivity to the underserved, and to

create a better ecosystem for everyone to thrive. zain also seeks to be a
socially responsible company and is highly involved in community

development, especially in healthcare provision. zain sudan allows its
customers to enjoy the benefits of 5g by offering speeds up to 100mbps in

addition to the speed of up to 30mbps on its 3.5g network. zain also offers a
range of commercial data packages, for example it offers a high speed
internet plan for businesses that is offered with a minimum of one year

contract. zain continues to transform and evolve its services for its customers
to make their lives better, for example, through its digital banking, app store,
my zain, medical centres and wireless internet services. the number of mobile
subscribers in sudan has grown from 1.5 million in 2008 to an estimated 4.4
million in 2018, of which, the mobile phone subscriptions to mobile operators
represents approximately 90% of the total. it is now estimated that there are

currently more than 5 million mobile internet subscribers in sudan, up from 2.4
million in 2009. 5ec8ef588b
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